
Your Partner in Clean

Complete cleaning solutions
Meridian Chem established in 1999 has over
22 years of experience in the cleaning and
sanitation solutions for F&B industries.
Meridian Chem provide more than cleaning
and sanitation solutions. We also provide
free consultation, line-up with excellent
customer care. With its new fully equipped
Research & Development facilities, we
strives for continuous innovation and
product improvement to create new market
trends and set higher standards for
excellence in the cleaning industry.

You focus on your
guest and leave the

cleaning and sanitation
to us

Meridian Chem offers a complete range
of routine, interim and periodic cleaning,
sanitation and maintenance solutions for
your kitchen hygiene and F&B cleaning
needs that keep your kitchen sparkling
clean and guest happy

For Enquiry

03 8061 0080

www.meridianchemie.com

lovely@meridianchem.com 29 Jalan BP 5/6, Bandar Bukit
Puchong, 47100 Selangor , Malaysia

 



Routine Cleaning Solutions
Routine cleaning is our daily cleaning and
sanitizing solutions to maintain and
upkeep the cleanliness and condition of
your facility.

Routine cleaning will be Quat Sanitizer,
Anti Bac Hand Wash & Pandango Multi
Purpose Cleaner.

Stay Clean and keep Germs away

Quat Sanitizer, Pandango & 
Anti Bac Handsoap

Quat Sanitizer is an ammonium
quatenary compound sanitizer that
eliminate germs and form a bacterio
static layer on the surface for 24 hours
preventing the re-introduction of
harmful germs.
Pandango is a high concentrate multi
purpose cleaner that will remove stains
and yet gentle on surface. Suitable for
daily cleaning.

Personal Hygiene 101 : Wash
your Hands

Anti Bac Handsoap formulated with
Duochlosan which is environmental
friendly and act as a sanitizer against
germs yet safe on skin. Use Anti Bac after
in contact with any raw food and every
hour is ideal for food handlers. Gel Hand
sanitizer for sanitizing of hands to ensure
all germs are eliminated.



Periodic chemical
solutions

Easy Scrub is a gentle abrasive
cleaner that clean tough stains and
yet gentle on surface. Use on
stained floors and equipment.

Stain Off is a chlorinated soaking
solution for cutting board and kitchen
utensil. Purpose to clean and sanitize

Pine Liquid blended with pine oil
and detergent hence it is effective
against cleaning and removing
malodor at garbage refuse area and
even toilets. Pine Liquid is
formulated with proprietary flies
repellant ingredients that repel flies
and major flying insects. It will last
for 4 hours after every cleaning with
Pine Liquid

Oven Cleaner is an alkaline de-
carbonizer effective to remove tough
stubborn stains on pizza pans and
oven.  Use Oven Cleaner on Stainless
Steel surfaces and not soft metal like
aluminum and cooper as it will attack
the surface. Oven Cleaner can be
diluted 1:5 and to be use immediately
after dilution. 



Specialty products

Drain enzyme combination of
bacteria & enzyme devour FOG
from grease trap and maintain
whilst keep malodor away 

 ORC is a specialty degreaser to
remove organic & inorganic safely
without affecting the surface
finishing

Soak it is an Oxygen bleach that safely
remove tannin & caffeine stains from
coffee & tea cup

Vanguard is a 3-in-1 detergent, sanitizer &
deodorizer that clean & sanitize with 1 action. Just
apply diluted Vanguard on the surface & allow 5
minutes contact time. Scrub & rinse with water for
complete clean and sanitize surface

Perfume scented Floor Cleaner 3-in-1 detergent, sanitizer and
malodor remover. Clean and mop once for the fresh scented
fragrance leaving your guest impressed with your facility hygienic
standards.



Why buy from us?

Technical support 24-7 Advance detergent & sanitizing
solutions

 Dilution control system that
maximize detergent effectiveness
& minimizes cost

We are KKM approved Food
Handlers Training company &
are able to provide our client
this training

Our products are Jakim Halal
certified and comes out from
stringent testing for best
possible cleaning results.

Our products are ISO 9001-2015
certified in Quality Assurance
and Hygiene manufacturing



Need help to decide what is best for you? 
Feel free to contact us at 03 8061
0080 or click on the QR code,
leave your details and we will
contact you or feel-free to
schedule an appointment via the
appointment app 

Your Partner in Clean


